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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Complete Task A as a class. Answers: 

1. e 

2. a 

3. c 

4. b 

5. j 

6. g 

7. f 

8. d 

9. i 

10. h 

 

STEP 2 – Have students complete Task B in pairs. Correct their work as a class. Answers: 

2. white-trimmed 

3. one-foot-tall 

4. ear-splitting 

5. clover-filled 

6. two-minute 

7. brightly-colored 

8. friendly-looking 

9. all-too-common 

10. treasure-seeking 

11. knee-high 

12. worry-free 

13. first-time 

 

 

STEP 3 – Students may work solo or in pairs to complete Task C. 
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[Task A.] 

Match the word to the pattern. 

 

1. A four-leaf clover ___   a. color (adjective) + past participle 

2. A green-eyed girl ___   b. noun + past participle 

3. A well-known legend ___   c. adverb + past participle  

4. Grass-covered hills ___   d. number + singular noun + adjective 

5. Happy-go-lucky person  ___   e. number + singular noun 

6. Sweet-smelling flowers ___   f. noun + present participle 

7. An earth-shattering discovery ___  g. adjective + present participle 

8. A thousand-year-old story ___  h. adjective + noun 

9. Knee-deep grass  ___  i. noun + adjective 

10. A last-minute decision  ___  j. set combination of words 

 

 
[Task B.] 

Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses to form compound words.  

  

1. The leprechaun wore green pants and a           jacket.  jacket. 

 (a jacket with brass buttons – See pattern “b” in Task A.) 

 

2. A tall _______________________________ hat sat on his head. 

 (a hat with white trim – See pattern “a” in Task A.) 

 

3. I was surprised to see this _______________________________ creature. 

(a creature that is only as tall as one foot – See pattern “d” in Task A.) 

 

4. When he spied me, he gave an _______________________________ scream. 

(a scream that can split your ears – See pattern “f” in Task A.) 

 

5. We stood there in the _______________________________ meadow. 

(a meadow filled with clover – See pattern “b” in Task A.) 

 

6. Our _______________________________ stare seemed like an eternity. 
(a stare that lasts for two minutes – See pattern “e” in Task A.) 

 

7. His cold expression contrasted with his _______________________________ outfit. 

(clothes of bright colors – See pattern “c” in Task A.) 

 

8. Finally, I smiled. He said, “You have a _______________________________ face, but I know you 

want my gold!”      

(a face that looks friendly – See pattern “g” in Task A.) 

 

 brass-buttoned 
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9. “Trying to take a leprechaun’s gold is an _______________________________ mistake!” he 

continued.     

 (a mistake that is all too common – See pattern “j” in Task A.) 

 

10. “You mistake me for a _______________________________ person. I don’t want your gold,” I 

explained.       

(a person who seeks treasure – See pattern “f” in Task A.) 

 

11. “I may be a funny little _______________________________ creature to you, but I am much 

older and wiser,” he frowned. “Of course, you want my gold.” 

(a creature who is as high as your knees – See pattern “i” in Task A.) 

 

12. “I thought leprechauns were _______________________________,” I reflected. “You obviously 

are not.” 

(free of worry – See pattern “i” in Task A.) 

 

13. “You’re a _______________________________ visitor to my meadow, so I’ll go easy on you. But 

let me give you some advice.” 

(a visitor for the first time – See pattern “h” in Task A.) 

 

 

[Task C.] 

Continue the story. What advice does the leprechaun give? What does the narrator really want? Use at least two 

of the compound modifiers from Task A in your text. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


